Technology Agreement for School Device Use Outside the State of Maine

Student Name: ____________________________________________________________

Serial Number: __________________________________________________________

Travel location(s)/destinations: ____________________________________________

Dates device will be out of Maine: __________________________________________

Purpose for taking device with you:

Per the school’s handbook, the student already agreed to the following:

*I will not remove any stickers or labels from this device or it’s accessories.

*I understand that this is a school device to be used for educational purposes.

By taking the device out of the state of Maine, the student and parent(s)/guardian(s) take full financial responsibility for the device and its accessories including, but not limited to:

*Any and all damage to the device - intentional or accidental including broken screen, dented case, or water damage.

*Loss of the device or issued equipment - such as cords, charger, case, bag, and keyboards. Loss includes the including leaving the device and equipment on a plane, in a hotel, losing it to water, or any other unfortunate occurrence.

*Theft of device - the parent(s)/guardian(s) are fully responsible to make reparations to the school for the full cost of the device, keyboard, or any other parts.

Important Note:

*Loss or Theft of device requires a police report from the jurisdiction where the loss or theft occurred, A hard copy of that report must be given to RSU #78. The student is reminded to transport the device in its case at all time.

Student signature: ________________________________________________________

Parent/guardian name & relationship to student (print): ____________________________

Parent signature: __________________________________________________________ Date: ______________________

School administrator signature: ____________________________ Date: ______________________
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